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Blues Music Magazine: Can you tell our readers where you grew?

Patricia Wilson Aden: I grew up in Newark, Delaware.  I am very 
proud that my family can trace its roots back to the 1820s in Newark.  
It is very rare for any family, but especially an African American family, 
to have a 200-year history in a single town. During those two centuries 
the Wilson family has left its imprint on Newark,

Blues Music Magazine: What was the music you grew up listening 
to?

Patricia Wilson Aden: I don’t come from a musical family.  As would 
be typical of many middle-income African American families during 
the 1960s, the majority of our music came from Black radio which 
was always on in the car and often on in our home.   Also like most 
families during the 1960s, we had the entire library of Disney movie 
soundtrack albums.  To this day I can sing along to most songs from 
Disney’s classic movies.

Blues Music Magazine: What is your relationship to music? are you 
a musician, vocalist or just an obsessed fan?

Patricia Wilson Aden: I am actually none of those thing. Although I 
took piano lessons as a child it quickly became clear I had no talent.  
My parents had me take lessons because they believed that music 
lessons were supposed to be part of their children’s upbringing and 
education.  Music didn’t make a deep impression on my early life, but 
as result I was able to develop my own eclectic music tastes as an 
adult.  

Blues Music Magazine: What are the most important life events 
where music has played an essential role?  

Patricia Wilson Aden: Music concerts are interwoven with my 
childhood memories.  My father was the first African American 
administrator at the University of Delaware and in that role, 



he emphasized the need for cultural events for the university’s first 
generation of African American students.  Because of my father’s role, 
my sister and I regularly attended many of the cultural events presented 
at the university – poetry readings, plays and concerts.  I believe that 
the first large musical concert I ever attended was a James Brown 
concert at the University of Delaware’s fieldhouse when I was about 
8 years old.  I also remember being taken to Philadelphia’s historic 
Uptown Theatre to see the Motown Revue with the Temptations, the 
Miracles and other Motown acts all on the same bill.

Blues Music Magazine: What led you to become involved in more of 
an administrative role with music?

Patricia Wilson Aden: My role as an administrator of a music 
organization came about as part of the evolution of my career in the 
non-profit sector.  I often speak to student groups and I tell them 
that they shouldn’t expect their career paths to be linear, going in a 
straight line from one position to the next.  My career certainly hasn’t 
unfolded in that way.  I started my career in historic preservation 
and came to understand that what I enjoyed most was managing 
preservation organizations.  Over the course of my career I have 
been privileged to hold leadership positions in historic preservation 
and museums, as well as music organizations.  The consistent 
thread is that I have always run non-profit organizations that focus on 
the preservation and celebration of cultural resources – whether its 
historic architecture, fine art or music.  Over the years I have come 
to specialize in organizations that celebrate African American cultural 
resources, including Rhythm & Blues and Blues music. 

Blues Music Magazine: Tell our readers a little about your role     as 
Executive Director of the Rhythm and Blues Foundation. how long did 
you hold that position? What were some of major accomplishments 
during your tenure?

Patricia Wilson Aden: My association with the Rhythm & Blues 
Foundation is illustrative of the non-linear path that I alluded to earlier.
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I was President of the Preservation Alliance for Greater Philadelphia 
when we sold legendary R&B producer Kenny Gamble an historic 
theatre.  Mr. Gamble envisioned the theater as the centerpiece of a 
music district he hoped to develop in South Philadelphia.  He recruited 
me to lead the strategy to make Philadelphia “The Home of Rhythm 
& Blues.”  Bringing the Rhythm & Blues Foundation to Philadelphia 
was an integral component of our strategy.  When the Rhythm & 
Blues Foundation found itself in need of an Executive Director, Mr. 
Gamble asked me to take on the role in a temporary executive loan 
arrangement.  What was supposed to be a three-month assignment 
became a three-year commitment. While I was there, we presented 
the Pioneer Awards and I proudly served as Executive Producer for 
shows that included major artists such as Aretha Franklin, Smokey 
Robinson, Bill Withers, Bonnie Raitt and Chaka Khan.  We also 
honored legendary artists such as Sugar Pie DeSanto who brought 
the house down by doing a flip in the middle of her performance.  We 
partnered with Amtrak to bring several of the artists to Philadelphia 
from New York on what we called “The Love Train.”  That 1 ½ hour 
train ride turned into a raucous reunion.  Of course, the most important 
work that we did was to provide grants to address the medical and 
financial needs of artists.  Similar to the Blues Foundation, we also 
helped pay for the funerals of R&B artists to ensure that they had the 
dignified burials that they deserved.

Blues Music Magazine: Tell our readers a little about your role 
as President & CEO of the African American Museum in Philadelphia. 
how long did you hold that position? what were some of the major 
accomplishments during that tenure?

Patricia Wilson Aden: I worked at the African American Museum 
for ten years and served as the museum’s President & CEO for eight 
of those ten years.  One of my first major accomplishments was to 
bring an exhibition of the gowns of the Supremes to the museum.  
The exhibit, entitled “Come See About Me,” was a blockbuster that 
attracted a wonderfully diverse crowd that included baby-boomers 
who grew up with the music, fashionistas who loved the artistry of
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the gowns, and historians who enjoyed the stories of the civil rights 
movement that were interwoven into the exhibit’s narrative.  I like to 
think that presenting exhibitions and programs like “Com See About 
Me” that attract broad audiences by addressing substantive issues in 
engaging ways was the hallmark of my tenure at the museum.  We also 
built a reputation for not shying away from challenging issues.  The 
museum became known as “the comfortable place for uncomfortable 
conversations.”   

Blues Music Magazine: What was it about the Blues foundation that 
inspired you to apply for this position?

Patricia Wilson Aden: My move to The Blues Foundation resulted 
from the happy confluence of time and opportunity.  After ten years at 
the museum I was ready for my next professional adventure.  My son 
had graduated from college and started his first job, so I wasn’t tied to 
my role as parent as I was while he was growing up.  Perhaps most 
significantly, leading The Blues Foundation would allow me to draw 
upon many aspects of my experience and expertise.  My expertise in 
non-profit management, my role at the Rhythm & Blues Foundation, 
and my experience running a museum are all relevant.  

Blues Music Magazine: What are some of the skills you bring to the 
Foundation that will facilitate it as it moves forward?

Patricia Wilson Aden: Organizations need different types of leaders 
as they evolve.  I have the good fortune to have the opportunity to build 
upon the great work of my predecessors at The Blues Foundation.  I 
hope to apply the best practices in non-profit management to ensure 
The Blues Foundation’s programming has meaningful impact and 
that the organization has long-term sustainability.  I hope my museum 
experience will benefit The Blues Foundation’s Blues Hall of Fame 
museum.  The Blues Foundation’s collection is an underutilized asset 
that I hope will be prioritized in the future.
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Blues Music Magazine: What are the major challenges you see in 
the future for the Foundation?

Patricia Wilson Aden: As the genre’s foremost non-profit organization, 
The Blues Foundation has a responsibility to address the issues that 
are most critical to the blues community. Clearly, we must continue 
to provide support to blues musicians during the pandemic.  Our 
COVID-19 Blues Musician Relief Fund serves as a safety net to 
meet the urgent financial needs of full-time blues musicians.  Our 
surveys tell us that the blues audience is aging, so we must make a 
concerted effort to educate and engage younger people.  The Blues 
Foundation must also contribute to constructive conversations and 
healing strategies that address the racial issues that have troubled 
the blues community.

Blues Music Magazine: Aside from the two major Foundation event, 
BMA & IBC, what are the Foundation programs you are most excited 
to work with? how will you expand or improve those?

Patricia Wilson Aden: The Blues Foundation’s board has prioritized 
education programs that will sharing the empowering stories of blues 
history with school children.  We are eager to young people to learn 
about the far-reaching influence of the blues on today’s music.  Our 
Blues in the Schools and Generation Blues programs will provide 
a solid platform for building educational programs with even great 
outreach and impact.  

Blues Music Magazine: Can you tell our readers about the 
educational programs you oversaw in your past endeavors and how 
you might implement any improvements in educational outreach of 
the Foundation.
Patricia Wilson Aden: While at the Rhythm & Blues Foundation we 
partnered with organizations such as The School of Rock to have 
R&B artists teach workshops for children.  While I was at the African 
American Museum in Philadelphia, we also placed teaching artists in 
schools for six-week residencies.  
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The resulting intergeneration interactions were beneficial for both the 
artists and the children.  As importantly, these programs provided 
much-needed employment for the artists.  These programs and 
other strategies can also benefit The Blues Foundation and blues 
musicians.

Blues Music Magazine: What role will technology and social 
media play in how the Foundation moves forward?

Patricia Wilson Aden: Thanks to our robust social media presence 
The Blues Foundation is able to fulfill our role as a global organization.  
With a Facebook following of over 670,000 we are able to connect 
with the international blues community.  Of course, a large part of 
the music industry is driven by technology and social media.  We 
are coming to understand, however, that the blues community may 
be challenged by a digital divide that is defined by age, race, and 
geography.  Many older blues musicians and those living in rural 
areas don’t have the access to technology necessary for them to 
successfully connect with and compete in today’s music marketplace.  

Blues Music Magazine: What is it about the blues, and all African 
American music, that you would like the country to understand?

Patricia Wilson Aden: I would like people to understand that blues 
music is contextual.  It is a reflection of American history and African 
Americans’ response to socio-cultural conditions that are unique 
to America. It was born as African Americans’ creative response to 
oppression -- the lyrical and melodic expression of hardship.  But the 
blues is also a testimony to the perseverance of its creators.  It was 
the willful, self-defining, outpouring of a people in defiance of a time 
and place that sought to deny them the fundamental freedoms of time, 
place and self-identity. Along with spirituals, the blues was America’s 
original message music, reflective of its historical and social context.  
Unfortunately, early blues music is too often misunderstood as sad, 
“I ain’t got nobody” music.  But often it was actually a statement of 
audacious aspirations toward autonomy – individually
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and economically.  And as much as it spoke of larger societal issues, the 
blues could also be painfully intimate, revealing consuming passion, 
destructive desires, seduction and rejection. Original blues music was 
a creative impulse so compelling that it stretched beyond racial and 
geographic boundaries to touch people and influence music across 
the globe. Today, blues music binds a world-wide community in a 
kinship born of human commonalities and artistic appreciation.  Yet, 
even as the blues continues its musical evolution, the true blues must 
remain centered in its musical origins and respectful of its originators.  
I believe that the Blues Foundation plays an essential role in helping 
people of all backgrounds understand blues history and appreciate 
blues music and the artists who create it. - BMO
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BLUES FOUNDATION
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“Somewhere between soul, blues, and the early years of rock, John straddles the divide with a wonderful sense of style!” -New England Blues Review

"I wish you all the greatest of health during these 
di�cult times.  I hope this new album brings you 

excitement and joy! I had a ball writing and 
recording it and feel so grateful to have the 

opportunity to share  new music with you.  Please 
be careful and be well ... I look forward to the day 

when I can see you all at a live show! 
Thank you for your support.”   - John Németh                                                                      
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“Bette is  the swaggering proof 
that there is nothing dated about 
soulful rock and roll sung with 
attitude, defiance, and a take-
no-prisoners aesthetic.“

- American Songwriter

“Bette is capable of breaking off 
a high note with a throaty cry or 
scraping so low and wide that she 
threatens to put her bass player 
out of work.“

- Billboard 

BETTE SMITH
THE GOOD THE BAD 
AND THE BETTE
RUF 1284

“I think we caught lightning in a 
bottle with this snapshot of these 
difficult times and it is possibly my 
best record of my career, born from 
the most challenging time in my life 
as a musician.“

- Jeremiah Johnson

“The record puts Johnson’s love for 
old-school songcraft at the center of 
the action and contains a seemingly 
endless series of memorable tracks, 
which are enhanced by his considerable 
vocal and instrumental skills“

- Rock and Blues Muse 
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
RICK SHEA
Love & Desperation
Tres Pescadores Records

Rick Shea broke out on the Southern California music scene 
when he and vocalist Patti Booker co-led a fine country band 

30 years ago. Since then he has been a frequent performer at 
such long-time Los Angeles-area venues as McCabe’s, the Fret 
House, Boulevard Music, and the Cinema Bar. He’s also played 
backup for touring musicians as diverse as Syd Straw and Dave 
Alvin. Plus, since the pandemic, he’s even done weekly shows on 
Facebook. The man keeps busy. 
  Now there’s a new album, his tenth, with the timely title of Love 

& Desperation. It’s very good, especially if you accept the notion 
that Bakersfield-style honky-tonk blues is just as valid as Chicago and Delta blues. True, 
as a vocalist Shea does sound more like a country artist than bluesman, but then “blues” 
can cover a wide range of material – for example, give a listen to the mighty Merle 
Haggard singing “Workin’ Man Blues,” “California Blues,” or “Blues Stay Away From Me” 
for an antecedent.
  Shea starts Love & Desperation with “Blues Stop Knockin’ At My Door,” originally 
recorded as a rockabilly tune by Al Ferrier in 1957 and subsequently blues-ified by Lazy 
Lester, Mark Hummel, and the fabulously named Joe Pete’s Hubcap Experience. It’s the 
only cover tune in this 12-song, 50-minute set, and Shea gives it a raunchy roadhouse 
spin with support from Jeff Turmes (Mavis Staples, Janiva Magness, James Harman) on 
bass, Shawn Nourse drums and Phil Parlapiano on Cajun-sounding accordion.
  Then Shea and the same lineup turn melancholy for a break-up song called “Blues 
At Midnight,” before Turmes switches to saxophone for “(Down At The Bar At) Gypsy 
Sally’s,” a raucous number about a place where whiskey tastes like kerosene, Stagger 
Lee shoots pool, the Wolfman is on the prowl, and “Little Walter’s in the alley making a 
mess of some poor fool.” 
  Other songs include the dyspeptic “Nashville Blues” (Shea’s not a fan of the pre-
fab country music), a story-tune titled “Texas Lawyer,” the partly in Spanish “Juanita (Why 
Are You So Mean?),” and the end-of-the-world saga “Big Rain Is A Comin’ Mama.” He’s 
joined by several more SoCal “fixtures” on these tracks, including Dan Navarro of Lowen 
& Navarro and multi-instrumental Skip Edwards, who has worked with everyone from 
Dwight Yoakam to Walter Trout. 
– Bill Wasserzieher
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
CRYSTAL SHAWANDA
Church House Blues
New Sun Records/True North Records

Crystal Shawanda’s Church House Blues is a 
consistently good album of soulful blues and blues-

rock from start to finish. Raised in Sault Ste. Marie, 
Ontario, Crystal Shawanda is a talented singer-songwriter 
with some great original songs to back up her startlingly 
good voice. Shawanda has obviously spent some time 
honing her craft in Louisiana and blues clubs, as she 

closes her album with a message song, one of concern for 
anyone who loves blues, “New Orleans Is Sinking.” Shawanda has a lovely, 
earthy, soulful voice, flexible, and a cross between Janis Joplin and Tracy 
Nelson.
  Her four originals stand out on this album, but so do her all-important 
opening and closing tunes, “Church House Blues” and “New Orleans Is 
Sinking.” Considered by some to be a country artist in Canada, Shawanda 
is a well-trained vocalist. I’ll bet she puts on a heck of a live show, and her 
backing band is very tight.  An outdoor show she planned over the summer 
in Woodbridge, N.J., was cancelled – perhaps with the rest of her tour – but 
here’s hoping she makes her way south into the U.S. more often in 2021-
2022.
– Richard J. Skelly
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
RORY GALLAGHER
The Best Of
UMC/Universal

There have been so many Rory Gallagher collections over the decades 
since the Irish guitar slinger’s June 1995 passing that even hardcore 

fans might have lost track. Each features a few key tunes, but none 
have the exact same track lists, perhaps proving how much of his work 
is considered vital listening. But it seems Big Guns, Crest Of A Wave, 
and Essential (all doubles like this, there are singles available too) are 
apparently, and inexplicably, out of print. So it’s time for yet another shot 
at keeping Gallagher’s legacy active with this generous, career spanning 
30-track overview. 
  Since 2019’s sharply compiled triple Blues package covered the rootsier 
end of Gallagher’s style, and 2020’s Check Shirt Wizard delivered a double 

barreled blast of Gallagher on stage, the compilers felt this 2 ½ hour package should highlight the 
guitarist’s generally harder rocking studio recordings. The non-chronological selections kick off 
with 1970’s “What’s Going On” from Gallagher’s first band Taste then immediately skips ahead to 
“Shadow Play” from 1978. The set also closes with Taste, as the guitarist tears into eight minutes 
of “Catfish,” always a concert show-stopper for that group.
  By ignoring a time line in the sequencing, the compilers instead focus on musical flow. 
That means combining acoustic sides such as the lovely ballad “Wheels Within Wheels,” and 
the Delta inspired “Seven Days” together irrespective of their recording dates. It’s a smart move 
that maintains a musical continuity throughout. The emphasis is on Gallagher originals, omitting 
many of his terrific covers. Regardless, with tough, clenched fist classics such as “Tattoo’d Lady,” 
“Moonchild,” “Walk On Hot Coals,” and others, this is a great listen, especially for those first getting 
acquainted with Gallagher’s often overlooked talents. From the world music inspired beauty of 
“Just A Smile” off his first solo release to the fiery, slide sizzling “Cruise On Out” and a somewhat 
wobbly take on the Stones’ “(I Can’t Get No) Satisfaction” with Jerry Lee Lewis (the package’s only 
previously unheard rarity), this rolls through the obvious highpoints of his studio output. 
  A seven-page essay in the accompanying book recounts a compact version of his history 
and five pages of pictures capture him at work. However, the track annotation does not include 
either the year of recording or which album it’s on. For a historical package like this, that’s a big 
miss, even if that info is built in to the essay. It’s also unclear why live material is missing, especially 
since there are so many transcendent choices and the stage was where Gallagher was most at 
home. 
  Still, what is here will convince any newcomer of the Irish guitar icon’s abilities – as a 
songwriter, singer and of course guitar slinger – and why he remains held in such high regard by 
blue lovers and rockers around the world.
– Hal Horowitz
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
GREGG MARTINEZ
MacDaddy Mojeaux
Nola Blue

Veteran singer/songwriter/multi-instrumentalist Gregg Martinez, whose 
sobriquet is “MacDaddy” was formerly one of the legendary Boogie 

Kings’ vaunted vocalists, a list which included such Louisiana luminaries 
as G.G. Shinn (to whom the album is dedicated), Jerry “Count” Jackson 
(aka Jerry LaCroix; also known to fans of Edgar Winter’s White Trash), 
and Duane Yates. Martinez was inducted into the Louisiana Music Hall of 
Fame in 2019.
  His Nola Blue debut, his twelfth album and first since 2016’s Soul 
Of The Bayou, is a solid set of mainly soul and blues performed with 
conviction and panache. There are four originals among the 13 tracks. 

Martinez penned the dreamy ballad “Moonlight & Magnolias” and the 
rollicking zydeco-rocker “Eva Delle” propelled by Sonny Landreth’s slithery slide (it also features 
Anthony Dopsie on accordion and Rockin’ Dopsie, Jr. on rub board). Guitarist/co-producer Tony 
Goulas and Martinez collaborated on the churning epiphany “This House.” Goulas composed the 
ballad “Just Stay Gone”; Martinez’s deepest vocals ache with a melancholy determination that 
had me thinking of James Carr. The blues are represented by Ray Charles’ bristling stop-time 
declamation “I Believe Io My Soul” and Freddie King’s world-weary “Same Old Blues” (written by 
Don Nix).
  There are five soul nuggets from the sixties and seventies: “Snatching It Back” (Clarence 
Carter), “Can I Change My Mind” (Tyrone Davis), “You Left The Water Running” (the Dan Penn 
classic popularized by Otis Redding and Wilson Pickett among others), “Starting All Over Again,” 
a duet with Goulas (Mel & Tim, Sam & Dave), and “Don’t Pull Your Love,” a duet with Charlene 
Howard (originally recorded by one hit wonders Hamilton, Joe Frank & Reynolds; however, 
Martinez’s was inspired by Sam & Dave’s version). A major surprise is his soulful rendition of the 
oft-covered seventies pop hit “Wildflower” by the Canadian group Skylark. Another surprise is 
the album closer (and bonus track) “Marie” by Randy Newman; Martinez is accompanied only by 
piano and strings.
  Drummer Tim Courville anchors a cast of 16 musicians that includes notables like bassist 
Lee Allen Zeno and saxophonist Ronnie Eades from the Muscle Shoals Horns who leads the horn 
section. Swamp Pop purveyor Martinez deftly combines a variety of genres in his musical gumbo 
whose main ingredients are blues and soul. Martinez’s fans will certainly want MacDaddy Mojeaux 
but his music will also appeal to fans of artists like Billy Price, Frank Bey, the Bo-Keys, and the 
Phantom Blues Band.
– Thomas J. Cullen III
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
LIZ MANDEVILLE
Playing With Fire
Blue Kitty Music

Liz Mandeville showcases some sparkling 
original tunes on her recent release, Playing 

With Fire. “Comfort Food Blues,” “He Loves My 
Biscuits,” “Just Give Her Chocolate,” and “The 
Boss Is Back,” to name a few. 

  I saw her live just once at a small club in Evanston, IL, during 
the June weekend of Chicago Blues Festival. She’s got some 
good guests on this album, including Elana Katz Katz, Minoru 
Marayama, and others who add a multi-ethnic flavor as she 
integrates, Japanese, Italian, and Dutch blues influence into her 
sound. She was called “Boss Lady Of The Blues,” by Twist Turner. 
Hopefully she can get out on more national tours, as she does 
seem to be centered in and around greater Chicago. She closes 
with a down-home short acoustic electric tune, “Hey Babe, You 
Want To Boogie?”
– Richard J. Skelly
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
DENNIS JONES
Soft Hard & Loud
Blue Rock Records

This is the sixth studio release from L.A. based singer/
songwriter/guitarist Dennis Jones (he also has a live CD) and, 

on it, listeners are treated to ten well-crafted originals that – as a 
whole and, in some cases, individually – more than live up to the 
album’s title. Soft Hard & Loud’s main sounds can be heard in the 
opening “Revolves Around You,” as Jones’ starts each verse off 
with a stripped down blues guitar riff before shifting into a smooth 
West Coast backing line and then finishing with a rock blast; he 
builds, layers, and mixes things together through variation, well-
designed solos, and catchy grooves.

  That noted, Soft, Hard & Loud isn’t a guitar album because it doesn’t need to be 
one. While Jones’ playing takes his trio to some interesting places, he has written these 
songs well enough to stand on their own and they do. Whether in the form of a chill ode 
to his chosen music (“I Love The Blues”), a 12-bar flip side to a standard (“Front Door 
Man”), or a reggae fueled social commentary on racism that had me looking up the 25th 
Dynasty and the first university and coming away more educated for it (“I Hate Hate”), 
the music here is always about getting the message across, whatever it may be. There 
are, in fact, several social commentaries on this album, and they’re all strong, with Jones’ 
heavy riff and questioningly disdainful vocals on “Like Sheep” making his opinion clear on 
the thinking and behavior of present day society.
  But “Burn The Plantation Down” is commentary from an entirely different angle. 
On its surface, it’s a slave’s murder fantasy, and its music, lyrics, and vocals are racing, 
raging, frenetic, and defiant, matching the mindset of someone impotently (“Bullets in my 
hand/Wish I had a gun”) trapped in a waking nightmare, with only their disturbed plans of 
getting even and getting out to sustain them... barely.
  Going deeper, it’s an exercise in empathy. Jones’ slave wants to protect his family 
and himself, but he can’t, so he’s left to work and re-work how he’s going to destroy all 
of the threats assaulting them. So, yes, it’s a murder fantasy, but it’s also as human as it 
gets, which enables it to hit home while closing the album with intense artistic style.
  Soft Hard & Loud – Jones’ first studio album since 2016 – was well worth the wait. 
(Read a full profile on Jones at our weekly online magazine, bluesmusicstore.com/bmo_
oct_17.)
– Matthew MacDonald
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
JOHN NÉMETH 
Stronger Than Strong
Nola Blue Records

The notion Stronger than Strong can’t begin to describe the intense force 
of these blues. Stronger Than Strong the album, John Németh’s tenth 

studio effort, verifies through 12 livewire cuts that he’s a musical dynamo 
deserving of a much larger audience. Music fans deep into the blues are 
likely familiar with Németh, but for everyone else, this album is the ideal 
the place to start. As a teenager in the 1990s, in the “Muddy potato fields 
of Idaho” as he’s jokingly referred to his home, Németh was bitten by the 
blues bug. Now, in this year of all kinds of shit that’s brought on all kinds of 
blues, Németh and his band have crafted an album that lifts the spirits with 
loose-as-a-goose excitement and a firm grasp on the issues.
  They kick off the program of ten originals and two neat covers with 

“Come And Take It,” a scampering blues that mixes equal parts Howlin’ Wolf and John Lee Hooker 
into a Hill Country-styled, introductory showcase. Its restraint allows the listener to focus intently on 
the sharpness of each player. Németh bellows his come-hither proposals in a voice of unrestrained 
emotion, accenting them with peals of harmonica as if a train whistle blaring through the fog. Nineteen-
year-old guitarist John Hay adds unpretentious, fuzzy tones, and bassist Matthew Wilson and drummer 
Danny Banks drive the beat. Each effortless component adds up to a profound rendering of the blues 
by a tightly-knitted, formidable unit. When they go at it, however, they mesmerize. For “Fountain Of A 
Man,” they dial the heat up considerably, the fierce propulsion of the song displaying their unusually 
tight bond. Banks simultaneously hammers and rolls the beat with equal parts fervor and finesse. 
The Jackie Wilson deep inside Németh cries out in release, and his harp playing seems to take on a 
blazing life of its own. Hay steps up with the first of his many biting, astonishing solos throughout the 
album, his licks at once Albert King-tough and T-Bone Walker-smooth.
  Recorded live off the floor by Scott Bomar at his Electraphonic Studio in Memphis, the retro, 
real deal feel of it all is nonetheless lush and deep. “Throw Me In The Water” may best exemplify what 
Németh refers to as “The early East Bay grease sound,” a type of barreling soul that he immersed 
himself in while in San Francisco in the early 2000s. But no matter the pace or the style, every one of 
these songs links together, forming a continuous, gold-plated chain of riveting, soulful blues music.
  And besides his performance chops, Németh writes with uncommon insight and inventiveness. 
With the persistent “Chain Breaker,” he addresses his perception of racial inequality, and a trailblazer 
of division, culminating in the repeated refrain, “My love is on the other side, and I know what the hell 
to do.” In “Bars,” he applies the several meanings of the word to safety, injustice, immigration, social 
ills, and the American flag. The tender, soulful reading of it belies its stiletto-to-the-heart points.
  John Németh possesses one of the absolute best, most hair-raising voices – in melody and in 
message – in the blues world today, and he and his band deliver here mightly. Stronger Than Strong 
should win them armfuls of awards.   
– Tom Clarke
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A L B U M  R E V I E W
THE LIZZARD KINGS
The Shadow Of Jim Crow
Inside Sounds

The Lizzard Kings (two intentional zzs) are a blues-rock 
band out of Memphis and not to be confused with Lizard 

Kings (one z) bands in Los Angeles and New York (both Doors 
tribute combos) or a same-named ice hockey team in Florida 
(now there’s an oxymoron) that recently went skates up. 
  The double-z Kings date back to the mid-1990s when guitarist 
Wally B. Ford put together the first aggregation. After a lot of 
downtime, the latest lineup, with vocalist Charles Ponder in 
front of the microphone, are back with a new release called The 

Shadow Of Jim Crow on Inside Sounds. It’s an easy guess that an album referencing 
the South’s Jim Crow past has more to it than just songs about boozing, good-love-
gone-bad, or taking-to-the-highway. Racism isn’t history; it’s everyday these days, 
with hate crimes hitting record highs each of the last four years. 
  But the Lizzard Kings aren’t an agit-prop group. They come across more as a 
fine-tuned band that doesn’t mince words in such songs as “Pennsylvania Avenue 
Blues,” “Big Money,” and “Red, White, Blue & Green” (the last the color of what fuels 
American politics) and the title one about the South’s Jim Crow ever-present past. 
But they also offer tunes about dancing in the streets during Mardi Gras, the “love 
shuffle” involved in changing partners, the curve appeal of a sexy new person (or 
maybe car), and even a highway blues song with slide guitar that’s just different 
enough to separate it from a thousand other tunes on the same theme. 
  Guitarist Ford and co-producer Eddie Dattel wrote all the material on this 11-
song, 33-minute release. Besides Ford and vocalist Charles Ponder, Tim Goolsby 
plays bass, Dwayne Caudill is the drummer, and Steve Seligman is also on guitar. 
Other Memphis players, including Taylor Orr of the Ghost Town Blues Band and sax-
man Carl Wolfe, also sit-in on various tracks, along with backing vocalists Daphne 
Greenleaf and Melissa Van Pelt Johnson.
– Bill Wasserzieher
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WHAT THE CRITICS ARE SAYING
“This is classic unadorned soul music, just the way we remember it…” 
 — Jim Hynes, Glide Magaine

“We can give this inconspicuous, but wonderful soul man a better place in the 
music scene.” — Celis Freddy, Rootstime Magazine, Belgium

“For Southern Soul Blues performed with grit, wit, and sartorial splendor, 
there is only one man to go to: Los Angeles-by-way-of-Louisiana singer Sonny 
Green.” — Michael Hurtt, Ponderosa Stomp

“A man who can sing circles around just about anyone…”
 — Bill Bentley, Americana Highways
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VOODOO BLUeS
Gráinne Duffy

Unique innovative blend of blues, rock, Americana and Celtic influences,  
inspirational songwriting and performances characterised by intense,  
emotional vocals and dazzling fretwork. (Blues Matters!)
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Available 10/10/20 at CD Baby and everywhere you access music! 

PRE-ORDER 9/12/20 AND RECEIVE THE SMASH SINGLE “BUILD MYSELF AN APP” IMMEDIATELY

bigharpgeorge.com       facebook.com/bigharpgeorge       instagram/bigharpgeorge

Here we go on another thrilling ride with Big Harp George, a bluesman like 
no other! Beginning somewhere between Memphis and New Orleans and 
ending in the Gaza Strip, George taps a current in blues that voices the 
pain and the hopes of the oppressed, leavened by a spirit of life-affirming 
humor and joy.

“[Big Harp George] plays his chromatic harmonica with a dynamite 
combination of rhythm, pitch, intonation, and style. He remains a 
mighty fine songwriter displaying a keen intellect.” 
  Randall Parrish, Vivascene

“… [Big Harp George] brings a lifetime of experiences to the table 
and presents songs that are imbued with a knowing, insightful wit.”    

     David MacMurray, Blues Junction Productions

“Big Harp George remains an absolute master of the chromatic harmonica, blowing brilliantly sculpted, richly melodic 
solos and obbligatos throughout …”  Lee Hildebrand, Living Blues

Available 10/10/20 at CD Baby and everywhere you access music! 

PRE-ORDER 9/12/20 AND RECEIVE THE SMASH SINGLE “BUILD MYSELF AN APP” IMMEDIATELY

bigharpgeorge.com       facebook.com/bigharpgeorge       instagram/bigharpgeorge

Living In The City  Big Harp George  
NEW RELEASE COMING 10/10/20

New Single Like Sheep
September 2020 Release 

Coming October  2020

”Though certainly aware of how Hendrix  
burned the midnight lamp,  

Jones is his own man.”  
— Frank-John-Hadley, Downbeat Magazine

IBC 2004 Winner in Memphis 
as part of Zac Harmon Band 
 
3 years as lead guitarist with  
Brian O’Neal and The Busboys  
(Boys are Back in Town)

Booking/tour info and more at dennisjonescentral.com 

Dennis Jones’ 7th Original Album

Soft Hard & Loud

https://www.bigharpgeorge.com/
https://www.dennisjonescentral.com/


''Blue Heart Records and Malaya Blue are a match made in blues heaven. The support and 
professionalism is �rst class; it's clearly a label destined to become a world leader. We are 
proud to be part of the family''             - Steve Yourglivch, Manager- Malaya Blue

PHOTO BY ED SAWICKI

ALSO AVAILABLE ON
BLUE HEART RECORDS

With one foot in the 50's 
and one foot in the future, 
for her debut album 
Veronica Lewis pays 
homage to her in�uences - 
Katie Webster, Otis Spann, 
Jerry Lee, Pinetop Perkins 
and Marcia Ball.   Available February 2021!

www.veronicalewis.com

www.blueheartrecords.com
@blueheartrecs

https://bobmargolin.com/
https://www.nola-blue.com/blueheartrecords


Ghost Town Blues Band

  & BOTTLENECK SLIDES
 * By MATT ISBELL *

MEMPHISCIGARBOX.COM

HAND MADE DELTA INSTRUMENTs

http://www.ghosttownbluesband.com/Memphis-Cigar-Box-Guitars.php
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